TIME FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
LAUNCHING THE NEW PREMIUM

What you are looking at is not merely an opportunity to enhance your fuel efficiency, increase your payload and improve your productivity. It is a game changer in the long-distance transport industry that redefines premium by offering you the option of optimisation instead of standardisation.

In our view, no haulage business should ever be forced to adapt to its vehicle. Because just as the spruce and pine differs, so does hauling timber and fuel. This is why the tailored solution will always triumph over the standard one, in the business of profitability.

This is why our new generation trucks and services are tailored for the only business that matters. Yours.
FUELED BY EVOLUTION

While the force that drives us can vary, the need for fuel is something that we all have in common, as well as the desire to decrease its cost. This generation of trucks and services has been engineered to perfection with the goal of continuing the legacy of fuel efficiency that has been our trademark for over a century.

This minimised fuel consumption is of course contributing to the best possible total operating economy at the same time as it ensures substantially reduced local — as well as global emissions.

Aerodynamics
They say that great design makes all the difference. The new cab front design and improved roof are both proof that this saying is true. The same goes for the enhanced side air deflectors. All of these are aerodynamic news that will decrease your fuel consumption.

Keep it cool
In order to reduce your consumption even further, the new generation comes with optimised grill openings, a larger fan and improved radiators to maintain the temperature at its most fuel efficient level.

New engine concept
Our engines already have a great reputation for fuel efficiency. But excellent just isn’t good enough. This launch includes a brand new engine concept with improved injectors and combustion chambers. When combined with the new 2.35 rear axle ratio, these adjustments contribute to reducing both engine speed and fuel consumption.
No wheels would be turning at all were it not for the drivers. They are the ones with the power to enhance fuel efficiency, reduce wear-and-tear on your vehicle and carry out your transport mission in a way that will build enduring relationships. It is the drivers that constantly inspire us to evolve and improve our offer. Our aim is to provide them with the best possible conditions for success in all of the above. The drivers are the foundation on which this generation was built.
Driver position
The new instrument panel has been ergonomically designed with the driver’s position in focus. It offers perfect control behind the wheel and enhanced cross-cab access. By moving the driver’s position forward, lowering the instrument panel and redesigning the A-pillars, the new cab ensures improved direct visibility and a spacious feel behind the wheel.

Handling and stability
The new cab and powertrain suspension are excellent news in terms of vibration comfort. As is the new position and improved air suspension on the front axle, which also contributes to better handling and stability. In addition, the Electro Hydraulic Power Tag Axle creates a better axle alignment, which will decrease the weight of the vehicle, simplify bodybuilding and reduce both the wear on your tyres and your fuel consumption.

Climate
Although your business involves constantly watching the clock, this is no reason for a driver to break into a sweat. Our new and improved climate system provides a more consistent temperature with a faster response. In addition, the new cab features improved insulation and integrated auxiliary heaters and coolers to ensure that the interior temperature remains at the most comfortable level.

Living space
It goes without saying that drivers spend more time in their offices than most other people. This is probably why the new storage facilities, reclining seat and interior lights will all be extremely welcome. This generation comes equipped with everything you need for a good night’s sleep. Like the option of a wider, extendable 1,000 mm bed or the new larger lower bed in foam, bonell or pocket spring. Not to mention the possibility to customise your fridge and freezer or choose a TV preparation.

Integrated services
The new Scania communicator enables two-way-communication with a wide range of benefits. The remote heater control enables the driver to regulate the cab temperature from a distance through the Fleet Management App. In addition, messaging, address book and routing are now available on board and integrated in the infotainment system. A great help for both drivers and transport planners when calculating current destination and estimated time of arrival.
From our point of view, safety is a matter of paying attention to details. Never settling for anything less than perfection to ensure that our customers remain safe, never sorry. Regardless of your cargo, safety is what will give you the peace of mind to transport it in the best possible way.

Cab
Swedish crash test standards are among the most stringent in the world. Our new generation has surpassed them with ease. Not only does the new cab structure offer an outstanding crash performance but it also significantly reduces the risk of a car ending up under the vehicle in the event of a collision. Plus, new rollover airbags have been installed to protect occupants from side impacts, and the roof hatch has been enlarged to serve as an emergency exit.

Direct vision
The new cab design improves visibility considerably, both on the highways and when operating at low speeds. Slimmer A-pillars, lower side windows, a lower instrument panel combined with the adjusted driver position all contribute to enhanced direct visibility for the driver.

Brake performance
Scania brake pads consist of a unique friction material optimised for the patented alloy in the brake disc, which ensures maximum service life with consistent braking behaviour. New brake calipers, allied with improved brake actuation and the more advanced position of the front axle, greatly improve the braking distance of this generation.
Always safe.
Never sorry.
Uptime and productivity
Nothing extraordinary is ever achieved by accepting the ordinary. This concept has underpinned our commitment to developing a vehicle that is as smart as it is strong, and services that refine this power and improve uptime as well as productivity. By offering you solutions ranging from maintenance and repairs to flexible financing solutions and insurance, we can ensure that your business remains in safe hands. Allowing you to focus on what is really important.

Empowered engines
We have always been known for our powerful, yet fuel-efficient, engines. This launch will strengthen that reputation. With this new generation, the entire 13-litre range features SCR technology, which reduces environmental impact and fuel consumption without compromising strength. In fact, we can now offer you the option of 410, 450 or 500 hp. Not to mention the improvements that have been made to the gearbox. And thanks to the new lay shaft brake, which synchronises the number of revolutions, gearing is now both smoother and faster, not only for the 13-litre range, but also for the famous V8 as well.

All about connectivity
With our strong base offer, which covers all the essential aspects of your operation, digitalisation and connectivity ensures that vehicle performance is seamless. The data collected provides valuable knowledge about how your Scania vehicles are operated and enables continuous improvements, both in terms of vehicle and driver performance and in advanced systems for flexible maintenance planning and remote diagnostics. We use the latest technology to supply a full range of services that enable operational efficiency and maximum availability.

Maintenance with flexible plans
Until now, mixed routes and cargos have made it difficult to set the exact level for maintenance. Our new standard for maintenance contracts will change this. By analysing vehicle data continuously, we will be able to detect when servicing is needed and exactly what needs servicing. In other words, from now on we will be able to create an optimised plan, tailored specifically to your needs, that streamlines your planned downtime and ensures that it only occurs when absolutely necessary. When combined with a repair contract, this will protect you from unforeseen expenses and guarantee smooth and trouble-free repairs.

Personal fleet manager
Looking to improve the availability of your fleet? Scania Fleet Care guarantees that each and every one of your vehicles is performing at peak condition. A personal fleet manager will work closely with your business to help you organise all your repair and maintenance needs with minimum disruption. We care for your fleet so you can focus on your core business.

Financial partner
After more than a century of close collaboration with our customers we have learned a lot about their business. About your business. This is why we are able to offer total solutions designed to ensure predictable costs and manageable risks. From insurance and claims management to flexible financing solutions adjusted to your trade cycles for your own peace of mind. Because we understand your business, we can achieve more than any insurance company or bank. At the end of the day we are in this together. As partners.
At Scania, we understand that no standard solution will ever beat the tailored one in terms of overcoming the various challenges of different routes and cargos.

The bottom line is that in order to maximise profits, you need a solution as unique as your business. A solution developed in close partnership and with in-depth business expertise. Like the one we can offer you with the new generation trucks and services. A solution tailored for the only business that matters. Yours.